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We are presenting the work progress and recent results in development of 

new photon counting and timing technologies with picosecond precision and 

accuracy. The key components are: photon counting detector and epoch tim-

ing device. They have been designed, built and tested in our lab. These com-

ponents are used in space related projects of satellite laser ranging and optical 

time transfer ground-to-space and time transfer on the ground. The New Pi-

cosecond Event Timing NPET system based on surface acoustic wave inter-

polator has a resolution of 500 fs and 4 fs long term stability. Its temperature 

drift is typically 175 fs/K, the nonlinearity is well below 1ps. The new photon 

counting detector is based on an innovated space qualified single photon ava-

lanche detector (SPAD) package optimized for extreme timing stability. As a 

sensor the silicon SPAD manufactured by K14 technology is used. Its diame-

ter is 200 um, its detection probability exceeds 20% over a broad spectral 

range of 500 to 900 nm. We have achieved a single shot resolution of 18 ps 

rms. The overall temperature drift of an entire laser ranging / time transfer 

chain is < 500 fs/K.  The long term stability is better than ±800 fs within 

2 days and ±2 K. In the sense of time deviation TDEV the stability of 300 fs 

was achieved. Performing a real laser ranging to GNSS satellites Giove A 

and B, the precision of 1 ps was achieved for integration times of 100 s. The 

systematic errors have been tracked down to ~5 ps level. The two way time 

transfer via a single coaxial cable over modest distances of hundreds of me-

ters was performed using two NPET timing devices. Sub-picosecond preci-

sion and few picosecond accuracy of time transfer is routinely obtained.  The 

presented components enable to carry out time tagging of individual photons 

with sub-ps precision and few ps accuracy. 


